
FFSI APPOINTS NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND  
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER 

Dear Friends, 
  
First of all., I hope that all of 
you, your colleagues & re-
spective family members are 
safe & well wherever you all 
may be. 
  
These couple of months has 
been a really challenging 
and I believe that for most of 
us., it may have also changed 
our collective perception to-
wards life. But., looking at the 
bright side., there are always 
new opportunities arising 
even during the darkest of times and so I pray that all our friends 
in FFSI stay strong., remain focused and we will persevere !!!! 
Together, we can make it Better !! 
  
God Bless you all !! 

 
Dear FFSI family, 
 
In this hard times for all of us 
the most important  for me is 
that you, your families and 
staff are safe and healthy. 
 
Are there anything we can 
learn from this pandemic ? I 
think that all of us missing the 
social contacts, especially due 
to the lockdown in some coun-
tries but we learn that the 
digitalization in our industry is 
very important also. The diffi-
culties for the digital connec-
tions between all the parties 

that are involved in the logistic chain, I don’t need to explain be-
cause you are experts. At the end there are still humans who 
move the freight, have the 
knowledge, personal relation-
ships to fix problems and this will 
be in future also. 
 
I miss the personal relationships a 
lot, especially to meet the great 
family of FFSI personally and 
hope to see all of you face to 
face soon. Please stay healthy.  
 
Best regards 
Christian  
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MESSAGE FROM FFSI CHAIR-
MAN—How do I find the right 
words for my message for this 
issue of eNews? No one needs 
reminding of the fury we are 
facing of the Covid-19 pan-
demic and the effect it is hav-
ing on so many of us to a 
greater or lesser degree.  
 
You will have seen reports 
from Ada Lai on the highlights 
of 2019 in the absence of our 
having been able to hold our 
March Annual Worldwide 

Conference this year. These included our financial and other re-
ports for the Association which were approved during the BOD 
meeting held in Hong Kong in January and also the results of the 
Performance Appraisal Reports. Thank you to all those who took 
time to participate. We do hope more members will do so in fu-
ture.  
 
Congratulations to all of the awardees and most especially to 
Contract Forwarding (South Africa), Air Sea Forwarders (USA), 
and Union Air Freight (Singapore) for their 1st, 2nd and 3rd places 
respectively overall. 
 
Our congratulations too, to Anthony Wong on his appointment as 
our new CEO and to Christian Glitscher on his appointment to the 
BOD in the role of CIO/Head of our IT. 
 
As you are all aware, the BOD took the decision to waive all 
membership fees for this year. We are truly concerned for the 
well-being of all members, some of whom may be facing the pro-
spect of reducing salaries to staff in the interim or, worse, having 
to let staff go.  
 
As members of FFSI, there is surely reassurance that you do not 
stand alone – we are all in this together and I have no doubt each 
member is assisting one another wherever possible and are under-
standing when shipments or even payments are delayed by a few 
days. 
 
Over the centuries the world has faced difficulties of epic propor-
tions, whether the great fires of London (1666), the plague, the 
Chicago Fire (1871), the Spanish flu (3 waves 1918-1920) which 
was caused by the H1N1 virus and infected 500 million (about a 
third of the world’s population at the time) and saw the loss of life 
of an estimated 50 million people , the Great Depression (1929), 
Ebola (1976), MERS (2012), 2 world wars and others, but the 
world has always ultimately survived. 17 years ago in 2003, FFSI 
had to cancel both our annual Worldwide Conference and our 
Sales & Marketing Meeting as a result of the SARS epidemic. We 
quickly recovered and resumed our meetings in 2004 and have 
continued ever since and we can surely believe Covid-19 will be 
beaten and we can look forward to gathering together again in 
2021 if not sooner. 
 
In the meantime, stay safe, stay strong and stay positive and, most 
importantly, practice sensible social distancing which will play a 
major role in stopping the spread of the virus and in bringing this 
under control.                            
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CHRIS WATERSON ANTHONY WONG 

CHRISTIAN GLITSCHER 

I continue to pray for every 
member and your staff and fam-
ilies, that you will remain healthy 
and free from this virus and that 
your businesses will soon be fully 
up and running and seeing a 
return to profitability. 
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POLAND 
M&M AIR SEA CARGO SA 
 

A BIG PROJECT CARGO WITH HI-TECH MACHINES FROM 

BRAZIL TO POLAND 

Another  interesting new 
project gained by M&M 
Poland! 12 x 40' OT 
plus  3 x 20' flat racks 
plus 1 x 40' flat rack – 

that’s a nice volume for one order that M&M air sea cargo SA  
recently finished. The goods transported were part of a produc-
tion line for the new factory of a leading Polish manufacturer 
producing paper articles like greeting and note cards, paper gift 
bags, wrapping paper and children’s coloring books.  
 
The high-tech machines and equipment – the biggest piece was a 
huge 35-ton cylinder – were loaded at the manufacturer’s plant 
in Rio Del Sol, Brazil, and went via Hamburg and Gdansk to the 
customer’s plant in northern Poland. 

 
“It’s another big project for the 
Brazilian manufacturer of high-
technology machines and 
equipment for the paper indus-
try”, says M&M Poland Sales 
Director  Artur Wojtczak, who 
was in charge of the project 
and stayed in contact with ship-
per, sub-contractors and con-
signee from A zo Z. 
 
Karol Torebko, Manager 
Ocean Freight, was in charge 
of operations and import cus-
toms management, and coordi-
nated the cooperation with the 
Brazilian agent, Elotrans ( Fa-

bian Schefer, Jefferson Janzen, Henrique Augusto) . Paweł 
Szelest, Senior Business Development Manager, negotiated the 
sea freight contracts with the carrier in Poland. 

Despite the good relationship with the Polish affiliate of the Bra-
zilian shipper, it was not easy to win the project. Says Wojtczak: 
“We had lots of trouble to face: lack of containers in Brazil 
(waiting for special equipment), our competitors in Poland offered 
lower spot-rates, the shipper changed the measurements of the 
OOG cargo many times due to different forms of packing. But 
we had the possibility to try out our new agent in action. They 
turned out to be a reliable partner.” 
 
 
 

 
SWITZERLAND 
LAMPRECHT TRANSPORT LTD. 
 
75 YEARS LAMPRECHT TRANSPORT LTD. 

It all began 75 years ago with a transport of fresh fish from 
Denmark through war-torn Germany to Switzerland. Many years 
of hard work and the tireless commitment of our employees 
brought one success after another. Today, we stand for individual 
transport and logistics solutions worldwide. A lot of tradition and 
a lot of experience for a family business, which is already being 
successfully managed by the fourth generation! 
 
As an internationally active enterprise we do not rest on our mer-
its, instead, we continue to develop ourselves and our service 
offer further. We are committed to this every day- with over 300 
employees and many subsidiaries in various specialized areas 
and markets. In recent years, for example, we have expanded 
our market position in the USA further by making new acquisi-
tions. With our logistics center in Pratteln/Switzerland, we round 
off our entire range of services and offer additional potentials 
and capacities. 
 
We are very proud to be active for a large number of well 

known and globally operating companies and being part of the 

FFSI Network Services System since 15 years already. We take 

this as a great compliment to both ourselves and our employees, 

and we are confident we can also demonstrate modern, efficient 

and cost-effective solutions in the areas of transport and logistics 

that will help to support your goals in future. 

MEMBERS’ NEWS 

ARTUR WOJTCZAK 

 
After this successful premiere, M&M Poland is now trying to win 

more Brazil business and involve Elotrans in that, says Artur 

Wojtczak.  “It’s a niche market, but still promising. Because not 

every forwarder is able to ship out to / from Brazil – it’s a diffi-

cult country to operate, with complicated regulations, laws, and 

many taxes.  But we seem to be the right player in this game!” 
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SOUTH AFRICA 
CONTRACT FORWARDING 

 
LOCKDOWN CHALLENGE AND APPOINTMENTS 

The South African 

Government has 

downgraded the 

National lock-

down from a 

stage 5, being complete lockdown of all industries except those 

that are involved in essential goods or services, to a lockdown 

stage 4.  The stage 4 status allows restricted trading of certain 

industries, and the import and export of materials and compo-

nents required for manufacturing activities under this current level 

4 lockdown. Stage 4 also allows for 30% of our workforce to 

return to site once the premises have been thoroughly disinfected 

and various strict social distancing protocols have been put in 

place.  
 
Contract Forwarding has been operational throughout the lock-

down.  We are involved in the importation and exportation of 

essential goods and materials required for essential services, as 

well the industries that are now officially allowed to trade under 

level 4.   
 
That being said, in this current climate the health and well-being 

of our staff has been at the forefront of our thinking.    
 
We are enormously grateful in the way our national teams em-

braced the lockdown challenge and successfully operated remote-

ly and off site, for the first time in our 37 year history.   This was 

achieved through the early planning and preparation by our sen-

ior team, and the dedication, caring and high standards of every-

one who works at Contract Forwarding.  
 
The majority of our teams will continue to work virtually within 

their divisions during level 4, drawing down the number of people 

who must be on site, such as warehouse personal.  
 
SANITIZATION  
 
Whilst we have had no confirmed Covid-19 infections, it has been 

in the interest of a healthy and sanitary work environment that our 

premises have undergone a fumigation and sanitization process.  

This is in addition to the regular comprehensive cleaning processes 

of all surface areas and standard hygiene practises encouraged 

by the WHO. 
 

 

 
JAPAN 
SILK EXPRESS FREIGHT JAPAN LTD. 

 
COMPANY GET TOGETHER 

Early Jan’20 we had a get 
together in office and Atsu-
ko not in picture (she is 
taking this photo). 
 
We wish Codiv-19 will end 

soon and looking forward to your next visit to Japan. 

For prompt response, you may contact Silk Express Freight Japan 
Ltd on the following contact details: 
 
Benjamin Khoo—bk@silk.com.sg  
Yoshiko Michisita—ym@silkexp.co.jp 

MEMBERS’ NEWS 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
We are pleased to announce the 

promotion of Phathiswa Balabala to 

the position of Airfreight Supervisor 

in Johannesburg.   
 
Phathiswa’s exposure within the 

industry includes hands on experi-

ence with Airlines and ground han-

dlers at OR Tambo International 

Airport. With humility she has shown 

great leadership as she and her 

team handle any challenge head-

on, while 

maintain-

ing high standards and service levels.  
 
Equally we are pleased to announce the 

promotion of Monique de Koker to the 

position of Financial Manager.  Monique 

holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Financial 

Sciences, and has a firm understanding 

of our company culture. 

We take pleasure in seeing her grow 

and develop within the organization. 

PHATHISWA BALABALA  

MONIQUE DE KOKER 

mailto:bk@silk.com.sg
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U. K 
EUROPA AIR & SEA LTD. 

 
EUROPA AIR & SEA JOINS FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19 

Europa Air & Sea has re-
sponded to the increasing 
demand for personal pro-
tective equipment (PPE) by 
creating a dedicated team 
to help in the fight against 
COVID-19.  

Specifically handling PPE products, the new team at Europa is re-
sponsible for ensuring swift despatch to large scale medical equip-
ment providers.  These are suppliers to the NHS, contributing to-
wards the national effort to help those on the frontline. Working 
closely with trusted partners at source including Turkey, Israel, Chi-
na, Hong Kong and the USA, Europa Air & Sea has supported a 
variety of UK customers meet the demand for supplies, including in 
the ecommerce sector. Europa Worldwide Group is an ambi-
tious independent logistics operator with six divisions – Europa 
Road, Europa Air & Sea, Europa Showfreight, Europa Warehouse, 
Europa Contact Centre and Continental Cargo Carriers. Despite 
the pandemic all divisions are still open for business and operating 
as normal, at locations across the country.  
 
Europa Air & Sea ensures that every customer is provided with the 
most suitable options for their supply chain, depending on their 
unique requirements. The division is focusing on minimising the im-
pact of the virus to its customers by offering continued high levels 
of service in all sectors. Angus Hind, Director of Europa Air & Sea 
said “The pandemic has brought a lot of added complexities to 
our division. The Seafreight team at Europa Air & Sea has encoun-
tered some difficulties and the market is seeing some shortages of 
equipment and space, particularly on the Far East to Europe trade 
lanes. However, as a division, we are concentrating on ensuring our 
continuation in service and that we remain open for business.   
 
Miles O’Donnell National Air and 
Sea Sales Manager added “Our 
team has been incredible; their 
professionalism and dedication has 
kept our division running and the 
morale up. It is a true testament to 
the Air & Sea division and shows 
our determination and resilience in 
such an uncertain time.” 
 
Since launching in 2015, Europa 
Air & Sea has gone from strength 
to strength. With teams located 
across the UK and a designated office in Hong Kong, the division 
recently announced an increase of turnover from £15m to £35m 
since launching, showing significant growth. In the recent weeks, 
Europa has been tasked with moving an array of shipments for a 
variety of clients, these include CE certified masks for large food 
retailers and cartons of hand sanitiser that will allow customers to 
continue operating safely. Not only is Air & Sea helping meet the 
demand, Europa Warehouse recently jumped in to action to supply 
the new NHS Nightingale Hospital in London with an urgent deliv-
ery of medical beds on behalf of its customer Accora UK Ltd. Euro-
pa Worldwide Group is the leading independent logistics firm 
which has gone from strength to strength. Recently featured in The 
Sunday Times Top Track 250 for the second time, its currently 
working on building its largest ‘best in class’ £60m warehouse fa-
cility to date in Corby, Northamptonshire. 

MEMBERS’ NEWS 

MILES O’DONNELL 

There is good news for Europa Worldwide Group’s innovative 
RAPID Career Development Programme. The school leaver pro-
gramme has been announced as finalists in three categories, with 
nine nominations overall, at the prestigious School Leaver Awards 
2020. The national awards celebrate the top employers and 
training providers for school and college leavers and help young 
people and their influencers make key decisions about their ca-
reer. Europa’s initiative, known as its RAPID Career Development 
Programme was the brainchild of its Managing Director Andrew 
Baxter.  It gives young people with ambition, drive and determi-
nation the opportunity to become future leaders at the leading 
logistics company.  Europa Worldwide Group employs more than 

950 people across its divisions – Europa 
Road, Europa Air & Sea, Europa Ware-
house, Europa Showfreight, and Europa 
Contact Centre. Following its success, Eu-
ropa’s RAPID Programme has been select-
ed as finalists in three different categories 
for The School Leaver Awards including 
the ‘Headline’, ‘Category’ and ‘Industry’ 
Awards, with a total of nine nominations 
overall, including: Best School Leaver Pro-
gramme, Best for Career Progression, Best 
Company Culture and Top Employer - 
Transport & Logistics. 
 
Carl Potter, Central Services Director com-
ments “Though the programme is currently  
paused due to the Covid-19 pandemic it’s 

great to see our RAPID scheme being recognised. “RAPID was 
designed by Europa to unlock a passion for logistics amongst the 
current generation of school leavers and we’re genuinely commit-
ted to finding our future leaders – be that in Road, Air and Sea, 
Showfreight or Logistics.” 
 
The full list of School Leaver Awards Europa’s RAPID programme 
has been nominated for are: Headline Awards (Top Employer for 
School Leavers, Best School Leaver Programme, Top Employer - 
Small School Leaver Intake); Category Awards (Best Training, Best 
for Career Progression, Best for Level of Responsibility, Best Team 
Relationship, Best Company Culture); Industry Awards (Top Em-
ployer - Transport & Logistics). The awards will be announced at 
The School Leaver Awards, which will be held on Thursday 3rd 
September in London. This year, Europa featured in The Sunday 
Times Top Track 250 as one of the fastest growing privately-
owned mid-market businesses in the UK and is set to open its larg-
est facility to date, a £60m ‘best in class’ 3PL logistics facility in 
Corby, Northants, this summer. 

 

EUROPA’S RAPID PROGRAMME FINALISTS AT THE SCHOOL 

LEAVER AWARDS 2020 

CARL POTTER 

https://www.europa-worldwide.com/europa-air-sea/
https://www.europa-worldwide.com/europa-air-sea/
https://www.europa-worldwide.com/europa-announces-ambitious-growth-plans/
https://www.europa-worldwide.com/europa-warehouse/
https://www.europa-worldwide.com
https://www.europa-worldwide.com/rapid-career-growth-programme/
https://www.schoolleaverawards.co.uk/finalists
https://www.schoolleaverawards.co.uk/finalists
https://www.europa-worldwide.com
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GERMANY 
M&M AIR SEA CARGO GMBH 

 

BUSINESS SEGMENT RAIL – NEW STRUCTURE MIRRORS 

GROWING RAIL FREIGHT VOLUMES   

Duesseldorf. In view of the 
growing importance of rail 
traffics along the New Silk 

Road, Militzer & Münch has 
upgraded the former Rail 

Competence Center. At the new “Business Segment Rail”, headed 
by Michael Spitzlei, all rail freight shipments are handled central-
ly. The new structure is part of M&M air sea cargo GmbH. “The 
new setup allows us to meet the increasing demand from customers 
for rail freight solutions while keeping a close eye on the challeng-
es and opportunities of this segment so we can react fast to chang-

ing market givens.” (Michael Spitzlei) 

Weekly Consol Boxes 

At this time, the M&M Germany Business Segment Rail is handling 
a significant volume in exports and imports. “We have our own 
regular, consolidated containers ex Hefei to Duisburg and vice 
versa with a transit time of about 16 to 18 days station to station”, 
says Spitzlei. The M&M Business Segment Rail promises total neu-
trality to colleagues from FFSI: FFSI members are guaranteed 
special customer protection. For more information or with enquir-
ies, please contact the M&M RAIL team at sales-rail-
germany@munnet.com – the rail experts will be glad to be of 
help. Rail freight specialists (from left) Eva-Maria Schumacher, 
Katharina Kraft, team leader Bezaf Zeway, Michael Spitzlei. 

 

 

 
QATAR 
JSL GLOBAL WLL 

 
JSL CONTAINER TRADING 

MEMBERS’ NEWS 

mailto:sales-rail-germany@munnet.com
mailto:sales-rail-germany@munnet.com
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PHILIPPINES 
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS PHILS., INC. 

 
PHILIPPINES LOGISTICS OUTLOOK FOR THE REMAINING 
QUARTERS OF 2020  

As with most of our local and 
international industries, the 
global outbreak of the coro-
navirus disease  of 2019 
(COVID-19) has adversely 
affected the Philippine trans-
portation industry, leading to 

cancellations of hundreds of flights, drops in ship calls and reduc-
tion in cargo volumes and passenger traffic for both sea and air. A 
domino effect ensued as supply chain disruptions stemming from 
the outbreak dampened container shipping demand, equipment 
availability and shipment rates as well. This has also affected dis-
tributors and retailers. 
  
An article from PortCalls Asia 
quotes Carmelo Arcilla, Executive 
Director for Civil Aeronautics 
Board, as saying that airlines are 
seeing a downtrend in bookings 
and a higher percentage of no 
shows and passengers seeking 
refunds. Fewer flights to China, 
Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan 
are likewise cutting cargo volume. 
The maritime sector is hit by a 
slowdown in ship calls and a de-
cline in cargo volume amid the COVID-19 outbreak which was 
confirmed by Mr.Narciso Vingson jr—OIC for Maritime Industry 
Authority and Atty. Hiyasmin Delos Santos— Port Operation & 
Services Department Director for Philippine Ports Authority (PPA). 
These sentiments are likewise shared by Alexandre de Juniac, 
IATA’s Director General and CEO. 
  
From an economic standpoint,  the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
sees the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak to have a significant impact 
on developing Asian economies through numerous channels, includ-
ing sharp declines in domestic demand, lower tourism and business 
travel, trade and production linkages, supply disruptions, and 
health effects. The Philippines already registered in Q1 2020 its 
first Gross Domestic Product (GDP) contraction of -0.2% after 22 
years of consistent growth.  
 
The manufacturing sector recorded a decline of 6.3% in volume in 
March 2020 with a large number of industry groups posting dou-
ble-digit decreases, according to the Philippine Statistics Authority 
(PSA).  Manufacturing activities have been negatively impacted by 
the imposition of the enhanced community quarantine/lockdown to 
quell effects of the coronavirus pandemic. Other industries gravely 
affected were retail trade, land transport, construction, crops, 
wholesale trade, repair of motor vehichles and manufacture of 
computer and electronics and other service sectors such as hotels 
and restaurants.  
  
On Strategic Solutions: 
  
Amidst these trying times, consumer behavior started  to change. 
Since majority of business transactions are being done in the homes 
during lockdown (employees are required to work from home), 
ecommerce is up and online shopping has taken off. Thus, we saw 
a quick shift in activity and revenue towards  ecommerce.  
 
 

As people embrace social distancing as a way to slow the spread 
of the pandemic, there has naturally been a drop in brick-and-
mortar shopping and an increase in online purchases as people 
turn to ecommerce to buy the items they might have otherwise pur-
chased in person. Thus, E-retailers and the E-retailing logistics sec-
tor have indirectly gained from the health crisis as consumers turn 
to e-retail platforms to fulfil an immediate perceived requirement 
for home delivery of a range of fast-moving consumer goods 
(FMCG) —fresh produce, home products and health care products 
according to a TI (Transport Intelligence) whitepaper on corona-
virus winners and losers. Localized commodities are likewise mov-
ing. As this demand disruption continues, supply chain strategies 
are also shifting. Online deliveries are experiencing delays as 
local couriers are overwhelmed by both the high volume of orders 
and longer travel time due to the stringent security checks on the 
roads. Given the shift to online, consolidation activities is required 
for our freight forwarding industry to be able to adapt and par-
take of this opportunity.  
  
In conclusion: 
  
Majority of the business activities ground to a sudden halt due to 
the pandemic. However, a vaccine or remedy can likewise quickly 
restart the economic engine and  freight forwarders activities and 
its cargo  volumes  will gradually pick up as well. Extra effort  is  
needed  to  able  to  acquire  new  clients.  As customer behavior 
shifts, forwarders will likewise need to adapt to cater to their 
needs while at the same time protecting our own. Service level  
should be elevated  as  part  of  our  value  proposition,  to be 
able to go the extra-mile. If we can show our clients how we can 
help them better manage their current inventory and tight cash-
flows, then there is an  opportunity to secure new deals. Moreover, 
we can build on the fact that Feta Freight Systems International’s 
(FFSI) world-class global network of over 90 freight forwarding 
member companies can provide its customers that full spectrum of 
transport services and support they would need to help jumpstart 
their business, out of this pandemic standstill.  

MEMBERS’ NEWS 

JD DE LARRAZABAL 

 
FRANCE 
VELOGIC 

 

PROVIDES HEALTHCARE LOGISTICS 

During those troubled 
times, Velogic France has 
intensified its healtchare 
solutions for its customers. 
Adding to the already 

existing consolidations from 
France destinated to export to-
wards the Indian Ocean ; we are 
now supporting the french market 
with Personnal Protection Equip-
ments imports from China, Ben-
gladesh, Madagascar, Turkey. 
 
Our Healthcare department will 
be delighted to provide support 
to your teams when it comes to 
french import / export for phar-
maceuticals, personnal protection 
equipment, beauty and health. 
Wishing and hoping all of the 
FFSI members and their families 
are safe. 
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FFSI’s Crème de la Crème for 2019 
BEST NETWORK OFFICES 

BEST IN OVERALL PERFORMANCE  
 
 
1. South Africa CONTRACT FORWARDING 
2. U.S.A.  AIR SEA FORWARDERS INC. 
3. Singapore UNION AIR FREIGHT (S) PTE LTD. 
4. Hong Kong MULTI-GOLD AIR & SEA EXPRESS LTD. 
5. Netherlands CARGO HOLLAND BV 
6. Indonesia  4EVERTRANSINDO 
7. Germany  GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS 
8. Taiwan  FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS (TAIWAN) LTD.  
9. Hong Kong FLYNT WORLDWIDE LTD. 
10. U.K.  EUROPA AIR & SEA LTD. 
 
 
BEST IN ACCOUNT SETTLEMENT 
 
1. South Africa CONTRACT FORWARDING 
2. Netherlands CARGO HOLLAND BV 
3. Hong Kong FLYNT WORLDWIDE LIMITED 
 
 
BEST IN SALES 
 
1. South Africa CONTRACT FORWARDING 
2. U.S.A  AIR SEA FORWARDERS INC. 
3. U.K.  EUROPA AIR & SEA LTD. 
 
 
BEST IN SERVICES 
 
1. South Africa CONTRACT FORWARDING 
2. Singapore UNION AIR FREIGHT (S) PTE LTD. 
3. India  AVVASHYA CCI LOGISTICS PVT LTD. (ACCI) 
 
 
 
 
 

CONGRATULATIONS WINNERS!!! 



 

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL (FFSI ) is a global network of freight forward-
ing companies rendering the full spectrum of transport services including multimodal, lo-
gistics and other specialised cargo handling related activities. 
     
FETA was organised in 1982 by a group of Far East Asia-based freight forwarders with 
the objective of seeking reliable, aggressive and locally managed companies to form a 
strong strategic global network of alliances. In 1989, a core of FETA members incorpo-
rated FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
 
Its objective is to form strong strategic alliances with prospective parties in potential 
countries trading under a unique name called FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS. They will cater to 
the challenges of a globalising industry by offering the highest level of international 
freight forwarding and logistics services to the customers. 
 
Any qualified forwarder who wants to develop and expand their network can be part 
of FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL  

We’re on the web: 
          www.ffsintl.net 

 

“TOGETHER, WE CAN MAKE IT BETTER” Volume 15 Issue 1 

F E T A  F R E I G H T  S Y S T E M S  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  

 

1.    MAINTAIN HONESTY, INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY. 

 

2.    COMPLETE TASKS AND OBJECTIVES ON TIME AND KEEP TO YOUR PROMISES . 

 

3.    REACH DECISIONS AFTER EFFECTIVE OPEN COMMUNICATION, LISTENING & CONSULTATION. 

 

4.    UNDERSTAND, TOLERATE AND RESPECT CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS AND OTHER DIFFERENCES. 

 

5.    ADD VALUE TO ALL YOUR PARTNERS. 

 

6.    PROMOTE A STRONG TEAM SPIRIT. 

 

7. LEARN FROM MISTAKES. 

 

8.    BE INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE; TAKE THE INITIATIVE. 

 

9.    CELEBRATE SUCCESS. 

 
10.  TO DISPLAY, EXPLAIN AND ENDORSE THIS CODE OF ETHICS TO ALL COMPANY STAFF. 

FFSI CODE OF ETHICS 

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS—HONG KONG 

Address  : Unit 1318 13/F, Block B 

    Regent Center, 70 Ta Chuen Ping St.  

    Kwai Chung, N. T., Hong Kong  
Telephone : (852) 26276026 

Fax  : (852) 23558715  

Contact   : Francis Ng, Chief Finance Officer 

    (Mobile: (852) 9482 4625) 

E-mail   : fng@ffsintl.net     

Contact  : Ada Lai, Executive Administrator 

Email  : alai@ffsintl.net 

 

     

     

 

 

NETWORK SERVICES OFFICE—PHILIPPINES 

Address  : Feta Freight Systems International 

    P.O. Box No. 208 

                  Las Piñas Central Post Office 

    1740 Las Piñas City 

Telephone : (63) 2 8 4040003 

Contact     : Joy Mortel, Administrator 

Email  : jmortel@ffsintl.net 

CHAIRMAN’S OFFICE—SOUTH AFRICA 
Address : 49 Director Road 
    P.O. Box 2592 
   Kempton Park 1620, South Africa 
Telephone : (27) 113922002 
Contact  : Chris Waterson, Chairman 
E-mail  : chris@ffsintl.net 


